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Simulated Adversarial Training for Body Measurement Estimation

BodyM Dataset

The first large public body measurement dataset.

•Human body measurement estimation is key for several tasks 
including health applications such as body fat measurement or 
fashion applications such as made-to-measure garments. 

•Train and test data is limited for such models. We release the first 
large public body measurement dataset using real subjects and a 
method to directly regress body measurements from silhouettes. 

•We propose a differentiable framework for learning how to test  
such a network using a body simulator in an adversarial manner in 
order to find weaknesses, and further improving the model by 
training using the generated adversarial bodies. 

•Our BodyM dataset is available at                                                        
https://adversarialbodysim.github.io

Table I: Comparison to SotA body shape estimation methods (errors in mm)

Figure II: Our full system.Figure I: Our differentiable simulator.

Our differentiable simulator is comprised of the SMPL model  that takes in shape  
and pose . We generate height  and weight  using a trained regressor , generate 
measurements using a deterministic measuring function  operating on vertices, and 
we render the silhouettes using a renderer . 

In order to simulate adversarial bodies, we optimize the shape  by maximizing a loss 
between the ground-truth measurements and the measurements estimated by our 
model . The resulting shape parameters give rise to an adversarial body, which are 
then used to train the model .
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SotA compared to off-the-shelf body reconstruction methods 
We compare our method to SotA off-the-shelf body shape estimation 
methods such as SPIN, STRAPS and Sengupta et al. (ICCV 2021) and we find 
that our method outperforms them on body measurement estimation. Our 
method uses only one silhouette and no height and weight data for fairness.

We show that adversarially simulated bodies are concentrated in certain regions of 
body shape space. Here we can see that adversarial bodies are concentrated in 
negative regions of the 1st and 2nd shape component and have higher loss than 
random bodies. We also observe that the negative directions of these components 
correspond to taller and wider bodies.

We present the first large public body measurement dataset including 
more than 8,000 frontal and lateral silhouettes from more than 2,500 
real subjects, paired with height, weight and 14 body measurements. 
The figure above shows samples of silhouettes for a pair of subjects, 
including measurement bar charts with all 14 measurements and their 
respective height and weight.

Simulated Adversarial Testing for Interpretability
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Table II: Comparison to SotA body measurement estimation methods (errors in mm)

Table III: Ablation study w.r.t. no augmentation, random aug. and adversarial aug. (errors in mm)

SotA compared to other body measurement estimation methods 
We compare against the SotA methods for body measurement estimation 
and find that we outperform them overall, and over a variety of specific 
measurements on two different datasets.

Simulated adversarial training improves body measurement estimation 
We perform an ablation study over several setups (respectively: single-view, 
multi-view, and multi-view w/ 10x less real training data). We find that 
simulated adversarial body augmentation outperforms no augmentation and 
augmentation using randomly sampled simulated bodies.

https://adversarialbodysim.github.io

